
A full array of e-deliverables.
Creative eMenu.
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The Menu.

Infographic

When Does Cyberloafing
Become Cyber Crime?

Does your network security solution help protect you against time crime?
WatchGuard’s Fireware OS makes it easy. www.WatchGuard.com

1Salary.com, 2013 Wasting Time at Work Survey, July 2013. 2Kansas State University, Computers in Human Behavior, January 2013. 3Learnstuff.com, Social Media At Work, October 2012. 4David's Bridal, What's On Bride's Minds, February 2013.

check their social media profiles 
from work computers.2

Between 60 and 80 
percent of people's time on 

the Internet at work has 
nothing to do with work.2 

Executive Loafer

Mr. I.M. Lazee

YourSpace.comLazee: Hey man?Bud: What’s up?Lazee: Nothin as always!

Today:
Loaf.

Tomorrow

Re-Loaf.

77%

of people said they waste 
time at work every single day.1 

69% Workers are interrupted once 
every 10.5 minutes by tweets and 
IMs; and every year each user is 
costing his or her company nearly

$4,500 3

of employed women 
plan their wedding 
while at work.4 

77%My Weddingof men view 
pornography at work.2

20%

Research suggests that “a little” cyberloafing actually makes employees more productive. But how 
much is too much? The wrong balance can drain organizational profits as much as network breaches.

White Paper
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PDF SliderAn IDC Info-Deck Sponsored by SAP
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Menu Overview.
 Basic Average Advanced 

Infographic $500+  $1500+ $2K+ Page 4

Interactive pdf $1500+/-  $2500+ $5K+ Page 5

InfoBrief $2500+/-  $5K+ $10K+ Page 6

InfoDoc $2500+/-  $5K+ $10K+ Page 7

eBook $2500+/-  $5K+ $10K+ Page 8

eMag $1500+/-  $2.5K+  $5K+  Page 9

White Paper $1200+/-  $3K+  $5K+  Page 10

PDF Slider $1200+/-  $2K+  $5K+  Page 11

ePub $5K+/-  $10K+ $20K+  Page 12 
 (plus additional printing costs if printed)

Presentation $1200+/-  $3.5K+ $7.5K+ Page 13

Website $3.5K+/-  $7.5K+ $20K+  Page 14

Min.igraphics $1K+ $2K+ $3.5K+  Page 15

iView $3.5+  $7.5K+ $15K+  Page 16

iBooklet $3.5K+ $7.5K+ $20K+  Page 17

Animation $5K+/-  $7.5K+ $10K+  Page 18

Video $1.5K+/-  $7.5K+ $10K+  Page 19

Video Brochure $2500+ $5K+  $10K+  Page 20 
 Plus device cost: roughly $75/per.

Online Infographics $3.5K+/-  $7.5K+ $20K+  Page 21

Pricing guidelines    Page 22
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Information graphics with many options.
Infographic.

Assembling interesting data points in an engaging, 
fun-to-read, visual format, making use of color, fonts, 
and graphics in a wide range of sizes and designs.

Key differentiators: Budget, size, style, and amount of content. 

Important considerations: Content needs to be uniquly created 
specific to infographics. Short, simple data that’s a compelling, 
engaging step-by-step story.

Price range: $500 basic—$1500 average—$2K+ advanced.

Price increasers: Text/content needing work, multiple edits, big 
changes, adding sections/graphics.

Samples: http://www.mitchellcreativegroup.com/samples/
igsamples.zip

For more: Todd@508.494.8182 
todd@mitchellcreativegroup.com 
http://www.mitchellcreativegroup.com

All IDC research is © 2017 by IDC. All rights reserved. All IDC materials are 
licensed with IDC's permission and in no way does the use or publication of 
IDC research indicate IDC's endorsement of PTC’s products/or strategies.

The Connected 
Service Journey

An IDC Infographic, sponsored by PTC

Leading manufacturers and OEMs are embracing 
connected services. Are you keeping up?

•  Minimizing service and parts costs

•  Improving service to increase 
   customer satisfaction

•  Improving client relationships

•  Increasing market share

New Markets
Expanding service into 

new markets and 
customer segments.

Moving to 
outcome-based business 

model that combines 
products with services.

Transformation Goals 

BUT – still predominantly break-fix

No, but we will be in
 the next 12-18 months

Top Benefits of Connected Service

Have You Started Your Service 
Transformation Journey?

Yes, we are at 
the beginning 

stages of service 
transformation

Yes, we have rolled out 
connected service in 

one or more 
departments

YES

NO

UNCERTAIN

70%

20%

10%

Are Customer 
Expectations Changing?

Global Business Concerns

Manufacturing Type of Respondents

Aerospace
and defense

Automotive Consumer
durables

Consumer
electronics

Farm, construction,
and industrial

machinery

Medical
equipment

10%
16%

22%
26%

15%
11%

But where to go first?

Start at remote monitoring 

Adding connected 
service must be 

considered holistically 

Resistence to 
change

Finding the best 
use case

Security

Connected Service Is Gaining 
Traction And Growing

Assets today Assets in 2 years

23%
30%

•  Faster response times
•  Better service
•  Want to stay ahead of their competition
•  More customization/personalization
•  Add value while lowering cost

New Expectations

Greater customer 
satisfaction

54%

Greater agility to 
respond to market 

dynamics

52%

Higher customer 
retention

44%
Revenue growth

43%
Being viewed as an 

innovator in our 
industry

40%

Higher profits from 
service-oriented 

offerings

36%

Competitive 
differentiation

30%

47.2%

12%
No, and we have 

no plans to be

11%

Yes, we have fully realized service 
transformation across product lines 

and geographies (if applicable)

2%

18%
57%

Where are most people now?

Definite plans

No plans, but in 18 months

No plans

51.2%

37.6%

11.2%

All IDC research is © 2016 by IDC. All rights reserved. All IDC materials are 
licensed with IDC's permission and in no way does the use or publication of IDC 
research indicate IDC's endorsement of Plantronic’s products/or strategies.

An IDC Infographic, Sponsored by Plantronics, Inc.

Work's no longer a place you go but

what you do.

“By addressing diverse workstyles, companies are more likely to empower 
employees to be efficient in their tasks, engaged with their work and 

excited about the company.”  — Oxford Economics.

"Audio experiences are increasingly being challenged, especially as
traditional office environments expand to include workers in more remote

and non-traditional, open-office environments that introduce more external
noise factors.”  — Rich Costello, senior research analyst, IDC.

No one can dispute the positive impact a great audio experience 
hason effective communications and collaboration. 
— Rich Costello, senior research analyst, IDC.

Sources:
A. “IDC FutureScape: Worldwide Mobile Enterprise Applications 2015 Predictions.”
B. IDC,” U.S. Mobile Worker Forecast, 2015–2020,” May 2015
C. Plantronics, Enterprise Users Personas Survey, 2013.
D. Oxford Economics, “When the walls come down: How smart companies are rewriting the rules of the open
workplace,” 2016.
E. IDC, “Worldwide Uni�ed Communications and Collaboration Forecast, 2015–2019,” 2015
F. IDC, U.S. Enterprise Communications Survey, 2016: Uni�ed Communications and Collaboration

Organizations cannot expect to succeed without reflecting the mobile 
worker’s mentality and building capabilities that address all facets of 
mobility across B2C, B2E, B2B, and Internet of Things (IoT) use cases.

of employees say that 
blocking out noise 
and distractions in 
the workplace increases 
their productivity

52% say it 
reduces errors 

in their work

48% say it allows 
them to focus on the 
task in front of them

Tearing down walls and collapsing time and distance should 
encourage spontaneous interactions, increase flexibility and foster a 
more engaged, satisfied and productive workforce.

Characteristics of today’s enterprise workplace include a natural, 
adaptive, intuitive user experience… determined by user roles and 
tasks, and the intersection of people, process and information. 

IDC is seeing continuing growth in UC&C solutions among 
customers across all business segments driven largely by 
interest in cloud, mobility, and collaboration with context.

Employees have different work styles such 
as the road warrior, flexible worker, desk worker, 
office worker, and connected manager. 

of executives say employees are equipped with the tools they need to 
deal with distractions at work; less than half of employees agree. 

There will be 105.4M mobile workers 
by 2020, accounting for 72.3% of 
the total U.S. workforce.

51% of road warriors
52% of office communicators
68% of desk knowledge workers
59% of flexible workers
69% of connected managers

Nearly 75% of U.S. enterprises 
use or plan to use UC&C.

people

places

technology

working

In open workspaces...

smart(er)

2/3

64%

...are negatively affected by ambient 
noise while working.

When Does Cyberloafing
Become Cyber Crime?

Does your network security solution help protect you against time crime?
WatchGuard’s Fireware OS makes it easy. www.WatchGuard.com

1Salary.com, 2013 Wasting Time at Work Survey, July 2013. 2Kansas State University, Computers in Human Behavior, January 2013. 3Learnstuff.com, Social Media At Work, October 2012. 4David's Bridal, What's On Bride's Minds, February 2013.

check their social media profiles 
from work computers.2

Between 60 and 80 
percent of people's time on 

the Internet at work has 
nothing to do with work.2 

Executive Loafer

Mr. I.M. Lazee

YourSpace.comLazee: Hey man?Bud: What’s up?Lazee: Nothin as always!

Today:
Loaf.

Tomorrow

Re-Loaf.

77%

of people said they waste 
time at work every single day.1 

69% Workers are interrupted once 
every 10.5 minutes by tweets and 
IMs; and every year each user is 
costing his or her company nearly

$4,500 3

of employed women 
plan their wedding 
while at work.4 

77%My Weddingof men view 
pornography at work.2

20%

Research suggests that “a little” cyberloafing actually makes employees more productive. But how 
much is too much? The wrong balance can drain organizational profits as much as network breaches.

Industry Spending 
on Cognitive/AI 
Systems Soars

Cognitive systems are a set of technologies that use deep 
natural language processing and understanding to answer 

questions and provide recommendations and direction.

Top Three Industries Investing 
in Cognitive/AI Systems in 
2016 by Percent of Spend

Top Three Use Cases Worldwide 
by 5-Year Compound 
Annual Growth Rate

For more information contact: 
Joann Williams-Hoxha at jwilliams@idc.com

An IDC Infographic

$47 BILLION

11%19% 18%

69%78% 73%

All IDC research is © 2016 by IDC. All rights reserved.

Source: IDC Worldwide Semiannual Cognitive/Artificial Intelligence Systems Spending Guide

Banking HealthcareRetail

Public Safety and 
Emergency 
Response

Pharmaceutical 
Research & 
Discovery

Diagnosis & 
Treatment 
Systems

Global cognitive/AI systems spending will reach

BY 2020

idc.com/3rdplatform

do not have a physical security policy 
in place to protect laptops, mobile 
devices and other electronic assets.

of survey participants fail to use a 
physical lock for IT equipment

of respondents do not utilize locks to 
prevent theft of non-computing equipment, 
such as projectors, hard drives, monitors or 
speaker phones

The Reality
of IT Theft

More than one third

MORE THAN HALF

34%
OF IT PERSONNEL

When deploying laptop locks,

TWO THIRDS

of IT personnel

key management is an important 
consideration for nearly

65%

54%

ranks nearly as high 23%
as theft in cars/
transportation 25%

and MORE than
in airports/hotels 15%

or restaurants 12%

IT theft in the office

80%

Source: Kensington Security Survey - August 2016. © 2016 Kensington Computer Products Group, a division of ACCO Brands.

http://www.mitchellcreativegroup.com/samples/igsamples.zip
http://www.mitchellcreativegroup.com/samples/igsamples.zip
mailto:todd%40mitchellcreativegroup.com?subject=Inquiry%20from%20ebook
http://www.mitchellcreativegroup.com
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Engaging, interactive infographics.
Interactive pdf.

Add interactivity to an otherwise static infographic. 
Popups, inserted video, social media, and other 
cool features...

Key differentiators: Budget, size, style, amount of content, and 
amount of interactivity added. 

Important considerations: Content needs to be uniquly 
created specific to these infographics. A plan needs to be 
created for what the content is, and what’s interactive.

Price ranges: $1500 basic—$2500 average—$5K+ advanced.

Price increasers: Text/content needing work, multiple edits, 
big changes, adding sections/graphics, changing interactives.

Samples: http://www.mitchellcreativegroup.com/samples/
interactivepdfs.zip

For more: Todd@508.494.8182 
todd@mitchellcreativegroup.com 
http://www.mitchellcreativegroup.com

http://www.mitchellcreativegroup.com/samples/interactivepdfs.zip
http://www.mitchellcreativegroup.com/samples/interactivepdfs.zip
mailto:todd%40mitchellcreativegroup.com?subject=Inquiry%20from%20ebook
http://www.mitchellcreativegroup.com
http://www.mitchellcreativegroup.com/samples/interactivepdfs.zip
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Combination of text and infographics in an easy to read format.
InfoBrief.

InfoBriefs are like combining a cool presentation, 
key paragraphs of text, and simple infographics into 
a fun, engaging document.

Key differentiators: Budget, size, page count, caliber of 
project (how fancy you want it), graphics, and content. 

Important considerations: Content needs to be uniquly 
created/written specific to InfoBriefs. Page by page, simple 
sentences and basic graphics on each page to tell a story.

Price ranges: $2500 basic—$5K average—$10K+ advanced.

Price increasers: Text/content needing work, multiple edits, 
big changes, adding sections/graphics.

Samples: http://www.mitchellcreativegroup.com/samples/
ibsamples.zip

For more: Todd@508.494.8182 
todd@mitchellcreativegroup.com 
http://www.mitchellcreativegroup.com

mailto:todd%40mitchellcreativegroup.com?subject=Inquiry%20from%20ebook
http://www.mitchellcreativegroup.com
http://www.mitchellcreativegroup.com/samples/ibsamples.zip
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A more text-heavy designed document with graphics.
InfoDoc.

InfoDoc’s are essentially longer text documents 
in a professional layout with graphics to help 
break up the text.

Key differentiators: Budget, size, page count, caliber of 
project (how fancy you want it), graphics, and content. 

Important considerations: Content needs to carefully 
prepared, edited, and approved prior to layout. Good idea 
to provide specific design examples (if required) and/or 
review content/artwork before beginning.

Price ranges: $2500 basic—$5K average—$10K+ advanced.

Price increasers: Text/content needing work, multiple edits, 
big changes, adding sections/graphics.

Samples: http://www.mitchellcreativegroup.com/samples/
infodocsample.pdf

For more: Todd@508.494.8182 
todd@mitchellcreativegroup.com 
http://www.mitchellcreativegroup.com

http://www.mitchellcreativegroup.com/samples/infodocsample.pdf
http://www.mitchellcreativegroup.com/samples/infodocsample.pdf
mailto:todd%40mitchellcreativegroup.com?subject=Inquiry%20from%20ebook
http://www.mitchellcreativegroup.com
http://www.mitchellcreativegroup.com/samples/infodocsample.pdf
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A highly graphical, fun-to-read pdf document.
eBook.

With fun, colorful, and artistically creative graphics, 
and just the right amount of text, these are a very 
fun and engaging ‘themed’ product. 

Key differentiators: Budget, size, page count, caliber of 
project (how fancy you want it), graphics, and content. 

Important considerations: Content needs to carefully 
prepared, edited, and approved prior to layout. Good idea to 
provide specific design examples (if required) and/or review 
content/artwork before beginning. “Fun themes.”

Price ranges: $2500 basic—$5K average—$10K+ advanced.

Price increasers: Text/content needing work, multiple edits, 
big changes, adding sections/graphics.

Samples: http://www.mitchellcreativegroup.com/samples/
ebooksamples.zip

For more: Todd@508.494.8182 
todd@mitchellcreativegroup.com 
http://www.mitchellcreativegroup.com

http://www.mitchellcreativegroup.com/samples/ebooksamples.zip
http://www.mitchellcreativegroup.com/samples/ebooksamples.zip
mailto:todd%40mitchellcreativegroup.com?subject=Inquiry%20from%20ebook
http://www.mitchellcreativegroup.com
http://www.mitchellcreativegroup.com/samples/ebooksamples.zip
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An engaging pdf document chock full of magazine 
articles for a great single-subject publication.

Key differentiators: Budget, size, page count, caliber of 
project (how fancy you want it), graphics, and content. 

Important considerations: Content needs to carefully 
prepared, edited, and approved prior to layout. Good idea to 
provide specific design examples (if required) and/or review 
content/artwork before beginning.

Price ranges: $1500 basic—$2.5K average—$5K+ advanced.

Price increasers: Text/content needing work, multiple edits, 
big changes, adding sections/graphics.

Samples: http://www.mitchellcreativegroup.com/samples/
emagsamples.zip

For more: Todd@508.494.8182 
todd@mitchellcreativegroup.com 
http://www.mitchellcreativegroup.com

A digital pdf document with a series of stories/articles.
eMag.

http://www.mitchellcreativegroup.com/samples/emagsamples.zip
http://www.mitchellcreativegroup.com/samples/emagsamples.zip
mailto:todd%40mitchellcreativegroup.com?subject=Inquiry%20from%20ebook
http://www.mitchellcreativegroup.com
http://www.mitchellcreativegroup.com/samples/emagsamples.zip
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Turning an otherwise boring and plain paper into a 
fun, enaging, and highly designed document.

Key differentiators: Budget, size, page count, caliber of 
project (how fancy you want it), graphics, and content. 

Important considerations: Content needs to carefully 
prepared, edited, and approved prior to layout. Good idea 
to provide specific design examples (if required) and review 
content/artwork before beginning.

Price ranges: $1200 basic—$3K average—$5K+ advanced.

Price increasers: Text/content needing work, custom artwork, 
multiple edits, big changes, adding sections/graphics.

Samples: http://www.mitchellcreativegroup.com/samples/
wpsamples.zip

For more: Todd@508.494.8182 
todd@mitchellcreativegroup.com 
http://www.mitchellcreativegroup.com

A highly designed, graphical, colorful, and more engaging paper.
White Paper.

http://www.mitchellcreativegroup.com/samples/wpsamples.zip
http://www.mitchellcreativegroup.com/samples/wpsamples.zip
mailto:todd%40mitchellcreativegroup.com?subject=Inquiry%20from%20ebook
http://www.mitchellcreativegroup.com
http://www.mitchellcreativegroup.com/samples/wpsamples.zip
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Colorful and graphical slides of highly engaging, fun 
to read, and easy to absorb content.

Key differentiators: Budget, size, page count, caliber of 
project (how fancy you want it), graphics, and content. 

Important considerations: Content needs to be uniquly 
created specific to pdf sliders. Short, simple data that’s a 
compelling, engaging step-by-step story.

Price range: $1200 basic—$2K average—$5K+ advanced.

Price increasers: Developing content, multiple edits, big 
changes, adding sections/graphics.

Samples: http://www.mitchellcreativegroup.com/samples/
pdfsliders.zip

For more: Todd@508.494.8182 
todd@mitchellcreativegroup.com 
http://www.mitchellcreativegroup.com

Simple data points in a highly graphical slide-by-slide layout.
PDF Slider.

An IDC Info-Deck Sponsored by SAP

IN THE DIGITAL  
ECONOMY 

Igniting Canadian Innovation 

http://www.mitchellcreativegroup.com/samples/pdfsliders.zip
http://www.mitchellcreativegroup.com/samples/pdfsliders.zip
mailto:todd%40mitchellcreativegroup.com?subject=Inquiry%20from%20ebook
http://www.mitchellcreativegroup.com
http://www.mitchellcreativegroup.com/samples/pdfsliders.zip
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Best of both worlds. Digital pdf publication that can 
be emailed/downloaded— and/or printed.

Key differentiators: Budget, size, page count, caliber of 
project (how fancy you want it), graphics, and content. 

Important considerations: Content needs to carefully 
prepared, edited, and approved prior to layout. Good idea 
to provide specific design examples (if required) and review 
content/artwork before beginning. Printing quotes may be 
needed. Can also create true “ePub formats” online...

Price ranges: $5K basic—$10K average—$20K+ advanced.  
(plus additional printing costs if applicable)

Price increasers: Text development, multiple edits, big 
changes, custom art/photos, adding sections/graphics later.

Samples: http://www.mitchellcreativegroup.com/samples/
epubsamples.zip

For more: Todd@508.494.8182 
todd@mitchellcreativegroup.com 
http://www.mitchellcreativegroup.com

A book, magazine, or publication, as an electronic pdf— that can be printed.
ePub.

mailto:todd%40mitchellcreativegroup.com?subject=Inquiry%20from%20ebook
http://www.mitchellcreativegroup.com
http://www.mitchellcreativegroup.com/samples/epubsamples.zip
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Exciting presenation slides with awesome graphics 
and design that get results.

Key differentiators: Budget, size, page count, caliber of 
project (how fancy you want it), graphics, and content. 

Important considerations: Create a rough idea first before 
creating entire project. Make sure content is edited and 
approved.

Price ranges: $1200 basic—$3.5K average—$7.5K+ advanced.

Price increasers: Text/content needing work, multiple edits, 
big changes, adding sections/graphics later.

Samples: http://www.mitchellcreativegroup.com/samples/
pressamples.zip

For more: Todd@508.494.8182 
todd@mitchellcreativegroup.com 
http://www.mitchellcreativegroup.com

Imaginative, professional, and engaging graphical slides.
Presentation.

mailto:todd%40mitchellcreativegroup.com?subject=Inquiry%20from%20ebook
http://www.mitchellcreativegroup.com
http://www.mitchellcreativegroup.com/samples/pressamples.zip
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Professionally designed, highly adaptive and 
functional interactive web media for both devices 
and desktops that help you stand out.

Key differentiators: Budget, size, page count, caliber of 
project (how fancy you want it), graphics, and content. 

Important considerations: A website plan needs to be 
created, samples of what you might like, and a simple website 
questionnaire with key questions to help achive success.

Price ranges: $3.5K basic—$7.5K average—$20K+ advanced.

Price increasers: Content support, branding and art 
development, major changes later on, custom graphics. 
Hosting, custom domain support, SEO, analytics.

Samples: http://mitchellcreativegroup.com/samples

For more: Todd@508.494.8182 
todd@mitchellcreativegroup.com 
http://www.mitchellcreativegroup.com

Modern responsive websites that inspire.
Website.

mailto:todd%40mitchellcreativegroup.com?subject=Inquiry%20from%20ebook
http://www.mitchellcreativegroup.com
http://mitchellcreativegroup.com/samples
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Emphasize primary data points from a traditional 
infographic, and delivered in a neat, fun, responsive 
format that are optimized for mobile, but just as 
engaging on all browsers on all devices. 

Key differentiators: Budget, size, caliber of project (how fancy 
you want it), graphics, and content. 

Important considerations: Keep content simple. Easy data 
points. Develop theme first before creating project.

Price ranges: $1K basic—$2K average—$3.5K+ advanced.

Price increasers: Text/content needing work, multiple edits, 
big changes, adding sections/graphics. Hosting, custom 
domain support, SEO, analytics.

Sample: http://www.mitchellcreativegroup.com/samples/
minigraphics/2/index.html

For more: Todd@508.494.8182 
todd@mitchellcreativegroup.com 
http://www.mitchellcreativegroup.com

Fun and simplified, fully-responsive, device-optimized infographics.
Min.iGraphics.

http://www.mitchellcreativegroup.com/samples/minigraphics/2/index.html
http://www.mitchellcreativegroup.com/samples/minigraphics/2/index.html
mailto:todd%40mitchellcreativegroup.com?subject=Inquiry%20from%20ebook
http://www.mitchellcreativegroup.com
http://www.mitchellcreativegroup.com/samples/minigraphics/2/index.html
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A very different, fun, online themed content 
experience and delivery application, optimized for 
all devices and web browsers.

Key differentiators: Budget, size, caliber of project/design 
(how fancy you want it), graphics, and content. 

Important considerations: Design template or custom design 
chosen before creation, mockup or sketch, and all content peer 
reviewed, finalized, and approved first.

Price ranges: $3.5 basic—$7.5K average—$15K+ advanced.

Price increasers: Text/content needing work, multiple edits, 
big changes, adding sections/graphics. Hosting, custom 
domain support, SEO, analytics.

Samples: http://weblivenow.com/idc/iView/1/ 
http://weblivenow.com/idc/iView/2 
http://weblivenow.com/idc/iView/3/

For more: Todd@508.494.8182 
todd@mitchellcreativegroup.com 
http://www.mitchellcreativegroup.com

Fully-responsive, modern online content application.
iView.

http://weblivenow.com/idc/iView/1/
http://weblivenow.com/idc/iView/2
http://weblivenow.com/idc/iView/3/
mailto:todd%40mitchellcreativegroup.com?subject=Inquiry%20from%20ebook
http://www.mitchellcreativegroup.com
http://weblivenow.com/idc/iView/2
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Fun, modern, and interactive solution for all 
devices. Themed designs, stunning graphics, colors 
and fonts make it a great modern online product.

Key differentiators: Budget, size, design, caliber of project 
(how fancy you want it), graphics, and content. 

Important considerations: Design template or custom design 
chosen before creation, mockup or sketch, and all content 
peer reviewed, finalized, and approved first. Website planning 
is valuable here as well...

Price ranges: $3.5K basic—$7.5K average—$20K+ advanced.

Price increasers: Content support, branding and art 
development, major changes later on, custom graphics. 
Hosting, custom domain support, SEO, analytics.

Samples: http://mitchellcreativegroup.com/samples/iBooklet/
index.html

For more: Todd@508.494.8182 
todd@mitchellcreativegroup.com 
http://www.mitchellcreativegroup.com

Interactive, fully-responsive, online info-booklet.
iBooklet.

http://mitchellcreativegroup.com/samples/iBooklet/index.html
http://mitchellcreativegroup.com/samples/iBooklet/index.html
mailto:todd%40mitchellcreativegroup.com?subject=Inquiry%20from%20ebook
http://www.mitchellcreativegroup.com
http://mitchellcreativegroup.com/samples/iBooklet/index.html
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Bringing colorful and lively graphics and themed 
textual content to stunning, imaginative life. Highly 
engaging, and fun to watch.

Key differentiators: Budget, size, length of time, caliber of 
project (how fancy you want it), custom graphics, sound, 
voice, and overall content. 

Important considerations: Create storyboards, artwork 
sketches, and finalize first before creation. Establish what kind 
of animation is wanted, by sample or mockup. Content and 
story is critical and needs to be specifically created.

Price ranges: $5K+/- basic—$7.5K average—$10K+ advanced.

Price increasers: Making late changes, changing graphics, 
multiple edits, adding sound and voice.

Samples: http://mitchellcreativegroup.com/animationsamples

For more: Todd@508.494.8182 
todd@mitchellcreativegroup.com 
http://www.mitchellcreativegroup.com

Motion graphics and animated content.
Animation.

http://mitchellcreativegroup.com/animationsamples
mailto:todd%40mitchellcreativegroup.com?subject=Inquiry%20from%20ebook
http://www.mitchellcreativegroup.com
http://mitchellcreativegroup.com/animationsamples
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Bringing content, graphics, and sound to the small 
screen. A highly engaging audio/visual experience 
that stands out from the crowd.

Key differentiators: Budget, size, length of time, caliber 
of project (how fancy you want it), type of video, custom 
graphics, sound, voice, and overall content. 

Important considerations: Create storyboards, artwork 
sketches, and finalize first before creation. Establish what kind 
of video is wanted, by sample or mockup. Content and story 
is critical and needs to be specifically created. Aquiring assets 
(video clips) can also be a factor.

Price ranges: $1.5K+/- basic—$7.5K average—$10K+ advanced.

Price increasers: Making late changes, changing graphics, 
multiple edits, adding sound, voice, clips, re-renderings.

Samples: http://mitchellcreativegroup.com/videosamples

For more: Todd@508.494.8182 
todd@mitchellcreativegroup.com 
http://www.mitchellcreativegroup.com

Blend of motion, video, music, sound, and creativity.
Video.

http://mitchellcreativegroup.com/videosamples/
mailto:todd%40mitchellcreativegroup.com?subject=Inquiry%20from%20ebook
http://www.mitchellcreativegroup.com
http://mitchellcreativegroup.com/videosamples/
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Creating the best of both worlds. An attractive 
printed brochure, with an embedded, highly 
engaging audio/visual experience. 

Key differentiators: Budget, caliber of video (how fancy you 
want it—type, size, length, sound).

Important considerations: The design is like desiging a 
print brochure, then merging the video/animation, so that 
presentation design needs to be carefully planned and created 
first (use animation and video guidelines).

Price ranges: $2500 basic—$5K average—$10K+ advanced. 
Plus the cost of the final product (devices: roughly $75/per).

Price increasers: Making late changes, changing graphics, 
multiple edits, adding sound, voice, clips, re-renderings.

Samples: http://mitchellcreativegroup.com/videobrochure

For more: Todd@508.494.8182 
todd@mitchellcreativegroup.com 
http://www.mitchellcreativegroup.com

Where print meets digital.
Video Brochure.

http://mitchellcreativegroup.com/videobrochure
mailto:todd%40mitchellcreativegroup.com?subject=Inquiry%20from%20ebook
http://www.mitchellcreativegroup.com
http://mitchellcreativegroup.com/videobrochure
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Converting an everage pdf/jpeg static infographic, 
into an all online interactive deliverable.

Key differentiators: Budget, size, page count, caliber of 
project (how fancy you want it), graphics, and content. 

Important considerations: A website plan needs to be created 
here to outline how we want the online site setup, samples 
of what you might like, and pre-created infographic pieces 
finalized, before bring into the online version.

Price ranges: $3.5K basic—$7.5K average—$20K+ advanced.

Price increasers: Content support, branding and art 
development, major changes later on, custom graphics. 
Hosting, custom domain support, SEO, analytics.

Samples: http://mitchellcreativegroup.com/onlineinfographics

For more: Todd@508.494.8182 
todd@mitchellcreativegroup.com 
http://www.mitchellcreativegroup.com

Responsive online information graphics.
Online Infographics.

http://mitchellcreativegroup.com/onlineinfographics
mailto:todd%40mitchellcreativegroup.com?subject=Inquiry%20from%20ebook
http://www.mitchellcreativegroup.com
http://mitchellcreativegroup.com/onlineinfographics
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The Pricing Curves.



The Cost Curve.

Basic

$Low

$Average

What does it cost? $High

Standard

Advanced

• Not very valuable or important
• Low budget
• Nothing fancy (simple quality)
• Small project
• Not many extras
• $500-$1K price range example
LESS WORK
FEW EDITS

• Valuable, reasonable exposure
• Average/medium budget
• Good quality, important
• Average, medium in size
• A few extras to help it work well
• $5K price range example
AVERAGE AMOUNT OF WORK
STANDARD EDITS 

• Very valuable, high profile, important!
• Higher budget
• Excellent quality, very important
• Larger in size, more to it
• More extras, more work, more changes
• $20K+ price range example
A LOT OF WORK
MORE EDITS 

Project cost will vary 
based on five key factors: 
Value, budget, quality, 
scale, and “extras.”  

(508) 494-8182 • todd@mitchellcreativegroup.com

Valuable—but spend a 
little more than a low 
budget piece. Not 
enough budget for a 
middle solution.

More valuable than 
average, but not 
quite enough budget 
as a high end, 
advanced solution.

$1K+/-

$5K+

$2.5K+

$10K+

$20K+

So a project’s cost is relative to 
the overall solution value, and 

what you’re willing to invest in it.

Value: Overall importance 
Budget: How much money to invest 
Quality: How much effort to invest 
Scale: How big it is
Extras: Additional work required  
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Pricing worksheet.
Project cost will vary based on five key factors.

 Value: Overall importance 
Determine if the project is very important, high level, high exposure— or if it’s not important at all. Just a simple 

project that isn’t worthy of a large investment in time or cost. 
 Budget: How much money to invest 

Every project requires a certain amount of time and money to create. Important ones take more time/cost, and less 
important projects take less time/cost. Try to determine roughly what you think you’d like to invest in the project. 
Remember that the money is used for creative time and talent, graphic design time, image and artwork creation, 

royalties and rights, sound, and more...
 Quality: How much effort to invest 

As with anything, you get out what effort you put in. If it’s not very important, you don’t need to invest much effort in 
it. But if it IS important, then you really want the right effort invested for a successful outcome. Things like rounds of 

edits, time spent on design, additional versions, and quality level of talent are all important here...
 Scale: How big it is

Is it going to be a big project or a simple, small project? Not just the literal ‘dimension size’ of the piece, but the size 
of the entire job— time spent, required team members, all the pieces, how long the pages are, how many components, 
etc... Look at the big list of all the project pieces when it’s imagined complete, and ask— is this a BIG or small project?

 Extras: Additional work required 
Will the project require additional revisions and rounds of edits to perfect it— or none more than a simple, standard 
set  of 3 rounds of simple edits? Consider also all the other add-ons, such as additional pages and artwork, SEO and 

analytics, photography, sound, music/scores, printing, and additional talents/third party vendors...



The Animation Cost Curve.

Short

$1200+/-

$2500+/-

$10K+/-

$5K+/-

$25K-$50K+

Average

Advanced

Standard animation project...

• Simple, under 30 seconds
• Basic graphics and text
• Based on a single set of content
• Based on simple graphic creation first...
...then creating animated version

• Under a minute
• Around 3 scenes
• Based on simple infographic 
  creation first, then creating 
  animated version

• 1.5 - 3 minutes average
• Around 6 scenes
• Each scene with 3-6 chunks of data average
• Storyboard/artwork in form of standard stacked infographic first
• (therefore— a free infographic!)
• Potential sound/score added

• 2 - 4 minutes, 6-9 scenes
• More developed animation
• Custom motion pieces
• Sound effects
• Heavier transitions
• Sound/score choices
• Standard storyboards/artwork
• Additional edits on certain scenes

• Custom short film, 5 -10 min.+
• Highly developed animation
• More elaborate and high scale
• Stronger impact on graphics
• Custom storyboards/artwork
• More sound effects
• Custom voice overs
• Additional edits on certain scenes

Animation can range from 
simple to advanced. 

Here is a general range 
for animation creation.

Animations can range anywhere 
from around $1200 to $25K+ 

(508) 494-8182 • todd@mitchellcreativegroup.com



The Infographic Cost Curve.

Basic graphic

$500+/-

$1000+/-

$5K+/-

$1500+/-

$10K+

Standard IG

Advanced

Your average stacked, tall IG

• Simple, single stage graphic
• Not many text pieces
• Quality, high res vector
• 1-2 edit rounds 

• More developed graphic
• More detailed graphics
• More text pieces
• 2-3 sections stacked
• 1-2 edit rounds
• Quality, high res vector

• 4-8 sections stacked
• More text
• Requires content/text work
• Much more graphic, colorful
• Could be also a simple 3-6 page document
• 2-3 edit rounds
• Quality, high res vector or pdf

• Interactivity added
• 8-12 page info-document
• More graphical, custom
• More text
• 2-3 edit rounds
• Quality, high res vector or pdf

• 10-20 page+ info-document
• Lots of graphics
• Lots of text
• More Interactivity options
• 2-3 edit rounds
• Possible variations of the same graphic

There are a lot of variations 
with infographics (IG). 

Here is a general range for 
infographic creation.

Infographics can range anywhere 
from around $500 to $10K+ 

(508) 494-8182 • todd@mitchellcreativegroup.com



The Website Cost Curve.

Basic

$5K+/-

$7.5K+/-

$15K+/-

$10K+/-

$25K-$50K+

Intermediate

Advanced
Wow! Coolest I’ve seen..

Some cool bells and whistles

Not bad! Pretty darned cool...

• Simple, 3-6 pages roughly
• Some basic responsiveness
• Basic design
• Use of existing pieces
• Existing hosting/domain used

• 3-8 pages
• Responsive design
• A bit more graphical
• Some content support
• Domain/hosting support
• Some SEO
• Possible CMS
• Basic branding support

• 3-12 pages
• Mostly responsive design
• More graphical
• More content support
• Some domain/hosting support
• Moderate SEO
• CMS or Standard html
• Some branding support
• Some forms
• Basic analytics

• More branding support
• Moderate analytics
• More content work
• Additional revision cycles
• More time required

• 6-24+ pages
• Fully responsive design
• Much more graphical
• Full content support
• Full domain/hosting support
• Full SEO
• CMS or Standard html
• More branding support
• Multiple forms
• Advanced analytics
• Marketing, and social media graphics
• eCommerce
• Advanced analytics
• Security inclusion
• Much more detail... 
(see advanced website checklist)

There are a lot of variables with 
web design. Here is a general 

range for website creation.
(see also the Initial Website Questionnaire) 

Websites can range anywhere 
from around $5K to $100K+ 

(508) 494-8182 • todd@mitchellcreativegroup.com



The Document Cost Curve.

Basic

$1200+/-

$2500+/-

$10K+/-

$5K+/-

$25K+

Standard

Advanced

• Standard white paper
• Basic 3-6 page brochure
• Light text/graphics
• Basic, few edit rounds (1-2)

• Moderate white paper
• Basic ebook with some interactivity
• 6-8 pages average
• Small handful of custom graphics
• Basic, few edit rounds (1-2)

• Standard document— 8-16 pages (ebook, infodocument, epub, etc...)
• Moderate custom artwork
• Heavy on text
• Interactive features
• Graphical, customized ebook
• More developed customized white paper
• Standard edit rounds (2-3)

• Large document— 12-24 pages
• More custom artwork
• Heavier on text
• More interactive features
• Highly graphical, customized ebook
• Highly developed white paper
• Potential epub version
• Standard edit rounds (2-3)

• Larger document— 24+ pages
• Most custom artwork
• Heaviest on text
• Most interactive features
• Highly graphical, customized ebook
• Potential online version
• Potential online asset landing page
• More edit rounds (4-6)

There is a wide range of document/
publication types that affect cost. 

Here is a general range for 
document creation.

Documents/publications can range 
anywhere from around $1200 to $25K+ 

(508) 494-8182 • todd@mitchellcreativegroup.com
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Get free creative advice to help you  
create a successful project!

Contact me any time to help you figure out the ideal cost, the ideal project— 
the ideal success! Free creative coaching. Always has been, always will be. 

todd@mitchellcreativegroup.com, 508.494.8182.

http://www.mitchellcreativegroup.com

